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Black Lives 
Still Matter –
even if  your 
news feed is 
quieter 
about it



Demographic 
vs. Cognitive 
Diversity



Part One: 
Race issues 
at work



Race 
issues in 
society

Race issues 
in society



What is my 
Privilege?

https://youtu.be/1I3wJ7pJUjg


What is the 
myth of  
meritocracy?



What is a 
micro-
aggression?



Part 2:       
So how do I  
start the 
journey?



I’m scared 
of  getting it 
wrong or 
saying the 
wrong thing



1. 
Understand 
the true 
meaning of  
empathy



2. 
Think about 
what works 
for your staff  
and students



3. 
Framing the 
question



4. 
This may be 
uneasy and 
you need to 
be vulnerable



5. 
Be curious



6. 
You may have 
different 
perspectives



7. 
Act upon 
the insight 
swiftly and 
accurately



8. 
In a world 
where you 
can be 
anything, be 
kind



Will all this 
actually 
work? 



The 
supporting 
data sets



THE STATS

40% feel 

isolated at 

work

US companies spend 

$8bn annually on D&I

3.5x likely to contribute 

to their fullest potential

Excluded employees 

25% less productive in 

achieving team goals

Employees cover up 

between 45%-83% 

73% of Millennials would 

not apply for a role with 

conflicting culture to their 

personal values

↑56% job performance

↓ 50% turnover risk

↓75% sick days

Belonging and the Bottom Line are inextricably linked

Increases employee 

promoter score by 167%



People cover 
up up to  
83% of  who 
they are



Part 3: 
So just 
talking and 
doing is 
enough? 



Are there any 
quick wins?



Don’t try 
and be too 
inclusive on 
this



Office 365
File →
Options →
Proofing →
Grammar and 
Refinements →
Inclusiveness
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• The video of Systemic Racism Explained

• A great article about White Privilege and the video about White Privilege

• An overview of what Microaggressions are

• The Twitter thread about the Microsoft Inclusivity settings

• An article on why empathy is a needed leadership 

• Some ways to help you build your empathy

• The overview of covering up

• An article explaining the concept of cognitive diversity

• Some high level leadership strategies to be more inclusive

Further resources to explore

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrHIQIO_bdQ
https://www.yesmagazine.org/opinion/2017/09/08/my-white-friend-asked-me-on-facebook-to-explain-white-privilege-i-decided-to-be-honest/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1I3wJ7pJUjg&t=4s
https://www.businessinsider.com/microaggression-unconscious-bias-at-work-2018-6?r=US&IR=T
https://twitter.com/garius/status/1271035621461708801
https://www.fastcompany.com/90272895/5-reasons-empathy-is-the-most-important-leadership-skill
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/EmpathyatWork.htm
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2018/04/importance-of-bringing-your-whole-self-to-the-workplace/
https://www.workforce.com/uk/news/think-differently-3-ways-build-cognitive-diversity-workplace
https://hbr.org/2020/01/5-strategies-for-creating-an-inclusive-workplace
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